lowest rotational levels with a timescale set by repeated electronic relaxation, and collection into the lowest level utilizes a slower vibrational relaxation event setting the overall cooling timescale to 100 ms; straightforward modifications could allow vibrationless cooling to the ground state in 10 µs. We anticipate that the ability to quickly cool trapped molecular rotors and to repeatedly reset their quantum state will impact several areas of research, including quantum information processing [6] [7] [8] , ultracold chemistry 9, 10 , precision tests of fundamental symmetries 11, 12 , and searches for time-varying constants 13, 14 .
The ability to cool atoms with lasers has had far-reaching impact on atomic and condensedmatter physics and has created a new field of cold-atom technology, with the critical feature of rapid atomic manipulation tied to fast electronic relaxation timescales, typically 10 ns for strong transitions. Because of their additional internal structure, cold molecules promise possibilities without analogy in atomic systems; for instance, molecular electric dipoles can interact strongly over long distance scales, and large internal molecular fields can be used to search for new physics beyond the Standard Model 12 . Before the potential of molecules can be harnessed, however, a method is needed to prepare and to reset their vibrational and rotational quantum states. At room temperature, although many species are already in their ground vibrationally state, all molecules occupy at least several rotational states, and experimental manipulation often causes further ro-vibrational population diffusion. Previous approaches for creating samples of internally cold molecules include supersonic and cryogenic beams 15 , cold or ultracold buffer gas cooling 16, 17 , state-selective molecule creation 18 , and blackbody-assisted rotational cooling by laser-excitation of vibrations 19, 20 . However, the potential simplicity of using commercially available optical lasers to gain faster and more 2 complete molecular control strongly motivates the current work.
The use of laser excitation of electrons to achieve molecular cooling must overcome two 3 . In a later experiment, the same group demonstrated that since their molecules were photoassociated into an already rotationally cold distribution, they could collect a large population fraction into the ground state by addition of a swept narrowband laser 21 . Our approach combines aspects of these previous techniques to demonstrate the first electronic-excitation laser cooling of initially warm molecular rotors; we use an SFFL exciting selected electronic transitions to quickly cool rotations of a diagonal-FCF species.
The experiment is performed in a radiofrequency linear Paul trap designed for stability over a wide range of ion masses and integrated with a time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOFMS). In each experimental run, laser ablation is used to load laser-cooled Ba + ions along with ∼ 100 Al + ions. We operate with an intentionally degraded vacuum (3 × 10 −10 mbar) so that AlH + is formed to remove all but the rotationally de-exciting transitions of the P-and P Q-branches 27 ; subsequent electronic relaxation either returns the molecule to its initial rotational state N or to the lower N −2 state, resulting in rotational cooling (Fig. 1b) . Another important spectral feature which generally follows from diagonal FCFs is that the allowed ∆N = −1 and ∆N = +1 transition frequencies are spectrally separated from one another, allowing for straightforward filtering of the latter. Each electronic excitation and relaxation cycle conserves the molecular parity, so in this simplest spectral filtering configuration, population is pumped to the lowest quantum state of each parity, N = 0
and N = 1.
In order to collect all population in the positive-parity N = 0 level, we employ a modified vibrationally-assisted broadband rotational optical cooling scheme (VA-BROC); here, parity conservation of BROC is destroyed by forcing vibrationally-exciting electronic decay to occur only for the negative parity. The cutoff frequency of the SFFL is shifted slightly (Fig. 2b) expectation of zero loss to higher levels 27 or to molecular dissociation 28 . The plot includes data from an anomalous run yielding non-zero N = 3 population, which could indicate finite loss during cooling; however, as discussed in Supplemental Information, there is strong evidence that this signal was from detector noise rather than real population. The BROC data was additionally used to probe the fraction of AlH + undergoing predissociation, the energetically allowed but rare process 28 of transitioning from the A 2 Π level to the unbound Al + + H continuum. Excluding the anomalous |N = 3 event, the predissociation probability upper limit is determined to be less than our broadband electronic-excitation technique is most readily applicable to specialized molecules with diagonal FCFs, but it can also be applied to heavier species so long as the spectral filtering is sufficiently precise to accommodate increasingly congested spectra.
Other diagonal-FCF candidate species for BROC have been identified 28, 29 ; the combination of BROC with a broadband vibrational cooling technique 3 could make possible optical rotational cooling of a still larger class of molecules with relaxed FCF requirements. Building upon our efficient optical cooling of AlH + rotors, this species is a good candidate for all-optical cooling of both internal and translational molecular energies, single-molecule fluorescence detection, entangling its molecular electric dipole with other molecules or with external circuits 8 , and single-molecule spectroscopy experiments 30 searching for time-varying fundamental constants 13, 14 .
